SEBO MECHANICAL Series

Designed to outlast
the competition

Ergonomic. Effortless. Durable.

www.sebocanada.ca

SEBO 300 and 350 MECHANICAL
The MECHANICAL series are commercial-grade, upright vacuum cleaners that provide the utmost in reliability, durability and
cleaning effectiveness!
There are two models offering a choice between powerhead widths: the 12-inch 300 MECHANICAL and the 14-inch 350
MECHANICAL, both designed to clean carpets and hard floors, along with superb pet hair removal.
To maximize durability, these vacuums are entirely mechanical, instead of electronic. In addition, all electrical components are
located in the powerhead, with none in the bag housing or handle, thereby minimizing electrical connectors and further improving
reliability.
This also means that the on/off switch is located on the powerhead, so the user’s foot can easily activate it. Plus, the power cord is
externally located, which allows instant, tool-free removal and replacement.
All this, along with simple access to most machine parts, means that maintenance is quick and easy.

12-inch 300 MECHANICAL

14-inch 350 MECHANICAL

Instant-use Wand and Suction Hose
The integrated, instant-use wand and
suction hose are always ready. Just pull out
either tool, or both together, to clean hard-toreach corners, edges, and crevices. The wand
and hose together have an eight-foot reach.
The suction hose is ideal for cleaning
furniture.

An optional nine-foot extension hose is
available, which creates a total hose length of
15 feet, perfect for cleaning stairs. Choose
from a range of optional attachments that
can be fitted to the wand or hose!
9-Foot Extension Hose*
#1495FC

THE ON/OFF SWITCH
IS LOCATED ON
THE POWER HEAD

300 MECHANICAL
Dark Gray
#91303FC

350 MECHANICAL
Dark Gray
#91313FC

Additional Features:

If an obstruction jams the brush roller an
indicator window notifies the user, the brush
roller immediately stops spinning, and the
machine shuts off. This feature prevents the
belts from breaking and prevents any damage
to motor or carpet.

Easy Brush-Roller Strip Removal and Cleaning
The MECHANICAL has a tool-free brushstrip removal, so cleaning hair build-up or
replacing it when the bristles are worn is
quick and easy.

Full Bag or Clog Indicator
When there is a full bag, a clog in the airflow pathway, or an
excessively dirty micro-filter is detected, an indicator window
located on the bag housing fills with orange color and a bypass
valve opens, to prevent overheating and motor damage from a lack
of adequate airflow.

Foot Pedal Stress Release
The quick-release foot pedal maximizes
durability, by relieving excessive stress or
force on the handle and bag housing, when
it’s in the upright, locked position.

Two Powerhead Widths with One-Sided Edge Cleaning
The MECHANICAL 300 is 12 inches wide with a cleaning path of 10½
inches. The MECHANICAL 350 is 14 inches wide with a cleaning
path of 12½ inches. Both heads have one-sided edge cleaning.

Convenient Carrying Handle
The vacuum is easy to carry with the
convenient handle located on the
topside of the bag housing.

Easy External Power Cord Replacement with
Integrated Strain Relief
A damaged power cord can be quickly replaced without tools or a
technician, and it is protected from excessive strain during use by
a unique cord-lock mechanism in the handle. This saves time and
money.

Huge 5.5 Litre Filter Bag
The large-capacity filter bag is convenient and
economical because fewer bag changes are
needed. And closing its hygiene cap prevents
dust from escaping during bag removal or
disposal.

Durable, Heavy-duty Belts
The reinforced, geared belts do not slip or stretch, resulting in a
more efficient use of power, and they should last the life of the
machine.

Low, 6.5” Power head Profile
Its flat-to-the-floor profile makes cleaning under furniture easy!
Attachments
Included

Brush Obstruction Indicator with Automatic Shut Off

A 39-foot power cord saves time, by reducing the number of
electrical outlet changes needed during use.

20” Extension Wand*
#1084GS

Upholstery Nozzle
#1491GS

9-Foot Extension Hose*
#1495ER

Parquet Brush*
#1359GS

*All three items are available individually or
as a three-piece attachment kit, #1991AM.
Radiator Brush
#1496GS

Crevice Tool
#SEB901F

Wall and Floor
Brush
#1325GS

Hand-held Turbo
Brush #6179ER

Bags, Filters, Accessories and Wear Items
10 Filter
Bags
#5093ER

S-class,
Exhaust Filter
#50170ER

HEPA,
Exhaust Filter
#50169ER

Rotating Cord Hook
Quickly unwind the power cord using its unique rotating hook.

Dusting Brush
with Horsehair
Bristles
#1387GS

Crevice Tool
#1092GS

Optional
Three-piece Kit

For optimal cleaning effectiveness, the brush height has four levels,
which the user can adjust, while standing upright, by using the
cleaning wand as a convenient aid.

Thirty-nine-foot Cord

Additional
Options

Four-level, Manual Brush Height with Innovative Wand
Adjustment Technique

300 Brush Strip
#50415

350 Brush Strip #2046
#2046H (Hard - red)
#2046G (Soft - green)

S-class,
Pre-motor
Microfilter
#5036ER

S-class,
Charcoal,
Anti-odor,
Pre-motor
Microfilter
#5425

SEBO FRESH
1 Pkg. of 5
#0496

STANDARD FEATURES OF SEBO VACUUM CLEANERS
World’s Best Pet Vacuums

Rubber Wheels and Soft Bumpers Protect Homes

Because of superior powerhead and brush-roller technology, SEBO
vacuums are the world’s best for pet hair removal!

Smooth-gliding rubber wheels
protect hard floors and provide
exceptional maneuverability. In
addition, the bumpers that
surround the powerheads and
the soft AIRBELT bumpers that
surround SEBO’s canisters
protect furniture, walls, and
vacuum housings from
incurring scuffs and scratches during use.

Advanced, Brush-Roller Technology
S-Class Filtration
Three stages of hospital-grade filtration ensure long-lasting
performance and cleaner air. Each model is equipped with an
S-class, pre-motor microfilter, a three-layer Ultra Bag, and an
S-class or optional HEPA, exhaust micro-filter. This system
provides long-lasting filtration with smooth airflow, excellent
suction performance, and meets the special
demands of users with allergies or asthma.

Tightly Sealed Vacuums
Dirty air that flows through a vacuum can
only be filtered completely if it does not
escape into the room through seams or
seals in the machine. Therefore, all SEBO
vacuums are tightly sealed throughout to
completely filter the air.

The British Allergy Foundation recommends SEBO filters as
they are excellent for users with allergies or asthma.

Did you know?
Most vacuum cleaner manufacturers make high-filtration claims
based on specifications of the filter material that are measured in a
laboratory, and not the filtration effectiveness of the vacuum itself
while operating. Whether or not dirty air can escape through leaks
in the body of the machine is not considered. The filtration
effectiveness of each SEBO vacuum is tested while they
operate.

Changing Bags is Easy and Clean
SEBO filter bags can be changed in just
a few seconds, and a hygiene cap keeps
dust sealed inside during removal and
disposal.

SEBO’s brush rollers are uniquely designed to funnel hair and
debris into the powerhead’s airflow channel, which improves
vacuum cleaning performance on all flooring surfaces.

Reliable, Commercial-Grade Components
All SEBO vacuums are constructed
with thick, reinforced, ABS plastic,
aluminum and metal parts, steel
axles and bearings, and high-end,
quality motors. This means all
SEBO customers own reliable,
long-lasting vacuum cleaners.

Incredible Warranty Coverage
All SEBO models include a FREE TEN-YEAR WARRANTY on
the motor and non-wear parts and a 5-year warranty on labor
charges (must complete online warranty registration on our
website at sebocanada.ca to qualify).
The AUTOMATIC X models offer a lifetime belt warranty.

OUR SEBO STORY
SEBO was established in 1978 by two German engineers, Klaus Stein and Heinz Kaulig, who were seeking to build a reliable, powerful, and easy
to use commercial upright vacuum cleaner. The name SEBO stands for SEmigewerbliche BOdenpflege, which is German for semi-commercial
floor care.
The first shipment of vacuums to the U.S.A. was in 1979 for
commercial cleaning customers, followed by the Duo-P Cleaning
Powder in 1984, and finally the household vacuums were
launched in 1997.

SEBO was the WORLD’S FIRST
vacuum manufacturer to introduce:
l An integrated suction hose on an upright vacuum

Since then, SEBO has become the most important manufacturer
of high-quality, commercial vacuum cleaners in the world, with
sales in Europe, Asia, Africa, and North America. Millions of SEBO
vacuums have been sold to hotels, hospitals, schools . . . even The
White House!

l A timing-belt-driven brush with clutch protection

Today, SEBO is the global leader in commercial upright vacuums
and stands as a synonym for high-quality vacuums in
commercial and retail markets worldwide.

l An electrostatic microfilter

l A dust bag that fills from the top, followed by a

microfilter and then the motor

l An electronic brush control and safety shut off
l A soft bumper on a canister vacuum, which protects

furniture and walls from damage
l An electronically controlled automatic height

adjustment, an S-class filtration, and a detail wand
with telescopic hose
To this day, they are the most modern vacuum
cleaners in the world!

THE SEBO FILTRATION SYSTEM
Why Are Bags Better?
Top-fill, three and four-layer Ultra Bags are an integral part of SEBO’s filtration
system because they hold virtually all the dirt captured by the vacuum, which
improves the effectiveness and useful life of the microfilters.

They also ensure continuously strong suction
because dirt enters from the top, deposits at the
bottom, accumulates upward, and air exits
through the sides, which allows unimpeded
airflow as they fill to capacity. And they can be
tightly sealed with a hygiene cap when full, so no
dust can escape into the air during bag removal
and disposal.

Did you know?
The micro-filters on bagless vacuums quickly clog from excessive dirt build-up
and must be replaced often, or a loss of suction and cleaning effectiveness will
occur. In addition, dust and other allergens become airborne when emptying
bagless dirt containers. Bagless vacuum micro-filters are expensive and usually
cost more than a multi-year supply of SEBO filter bags.
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A lot can happen in 10 years.
We have you covered.

www.sebocanada.ca

